



















This presentation is based on three American novels: Carpenter’s Gothic, by William Gaddis, American Psycho by Bret Easton Ellis and Cosmopolis by Don DeLillo.​[1]​ They were written, respectively, in the 1980s, 1990s and the 2000s. I will decipher how these three novels exemplify the economic and socio-political trends of their respective decades through a variety of semiotic operations on their sign systems.
Traditionally, the 1980s were characterised by a rise of neo-liberal policies in the Western world. As the private sector was encouraged by figures such as Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher, support to the public sector decreased. The 1980s inaugurated a historical moment of social unrest (Brixton riots for example) that continued well into the 1990s. Simultaneously, new strategies of communication appeared: the advertising industry became an essential tool for neo-liberalism to increase production and stimulate the economic growth after the crises of the 1970s. Following on from the collapse of the Communist bloc, the decade that followed saw large corporations extend their presence and reinforce their influence in other countries, epitomising what was to be referred to as the late movement of globalisation, that is, economically speaking, the sustained transfer of capitals on a global scale. It is a decade characterised by unrefrained consumerism, as brands worked on their image. All around the world, the brand, the label in itself, stood for a product guarantee and became a sign for its alleged quality. The years 2000s continued this trend of globalisation, incorporating the perks of the digital revolution. Big companies are now hugely involved in online business, which represented about 20% of the total world trade in 2010.​[2]​ This is the last avatar of globalisation, as physical presence is not required any longer. These three novels, in their own ways, are symptomatic of such times. Through their relation to semiotics, I will analyse how the use of sign systems in each of them is characteristic of the different stages of late capitalism that we have just underlined. For that purpose, I will use the semiotic categories appointed by Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913) in Course in General Linguistics.​[3]​ Saussure split the sign between ‘signifier’, which is the form of the word (written form, oral form) and ‘signified’, the mental concept, the image in our mind. The ‘referent’ is the actual thing, what is signified. I will argue that each of these three novels uses and corrupts sign systems in a way that mimics the new economic and political conditions of the real. I will start with analysing how sign systems are co-opted in William Gaddis’s Carpenter’s Gothic.
Carpenter’s Gothic is a very dense novel. It deals with Paul, a media consultant, who is aiming at achieving an optimal media coverage for his client, a fundamentalist clergyman called Reverend Ude. Paul is also trying to influence Teakell, a politician running for Senate and involved in broadcast licensing. In Gaddis’s novel, corruption is never far away. The narration is mainly intra-diagetic and dialogic. Paul, as the I-narrator, is also the alpha male and business magnate of the novel: he embodies the voice of power. Through his speech, Paul is trying to make an impact on the real. Nonetheless, his utterances are cryptic enough to conceal his real intentions: one might only just understand that Paul twists the ethics of religion (through the deal he is setting up with Reverend Ude) and politics (Teakell) so that they match with his own interests. Crucially, from a semiotic perspective, Gaddis operates at the level of the transaction of signs through Paul’s speeches: as Gaddis makes Paul’s speeches long, obscure and technical – they are, most of the time, technical accounts of his business strategy – he aims at neutralising the signified, that is, the mental image conveyed by signifiers. For instance, Paul uses a series of acronyms, such as ‘VCR’, ‘ASPCA’ or ‘RTO’, that are never explained.​[4]​ The reader has no clue as to who ‘Sneddiger’, ‘Adolph’, ‘Doctor Terranova’, ‘Billye Fickert’, ‘Little Wayne’ or ‘the Belgians’ are;​[5]​ their presence does not make any difference to the plot. As to their connection to Paul’s business, we will never know. These character names, evoked once generally, tend to confuse the reader. The nature of the mysterious ‘lawsuit’ evoked throughout the novel, as well as the deal he is working on, remain unknown; the reader is left in the dark. Most importantly, language participates in this strategy: In Paul’s spoken English, marks of punctuation are scarce and barely appropriate; they underline Paul’s cryptic technolect. In fact, it seems that the effect that Gaddis is looking for is confusion: Gaddis, purposefully, does not provide the reader with any context to refer to. The use of direct speech is instrumental in this strategy: while it provides an insight into Paul’s consciousness, it conceals the access to a factual reality from the reader.
Such a strategy is grounded in an effect of distantiation: Gaddis uses it to attempt to disconnect the signifier from its signified. In other terms, the signified is deliberately neutralised through a permanent lack of context, leaving the reader with a succession of signifiers that can hardly be deciphered: this results in a feeling of confusion. The interplay of the remaining signifiers reads like a code: it is the code of Paul’s real intentions, which remain indecipherable to the reader.
This strategy, based on a distantiation effect, is part of the rhetoric of persuasion, which is used in the advertising industry (through slogans and catchphrases especially). The function of the advertising industry is to create frustration: meanwhile, through communication, it must find a way to promote the values of a specific product. To achieve this, the advertising industry substitutes the real with a series of fantasised representations: it corresponds to a parody of reality, which gives a primordial role to the products it promotes. It implies that the image of reality becomes meticulously constructed and privatised – that is co-opted – by the consortium of private interests that it represents. In these terms, the cognitive function of Paul’s speeches stands for a simulacrum of the monologue of power: his speech is symptomatic of the strategy of communication used in the advertising industry. Through this strategy, a new reality is constructed: this reality, referred to as an ‘ideological fantasy’ by philosopher Slavoj Zizek (1949 -), corresponds semiotically to the construction of a sign system in which the public value of the signified is replaced by a privatised one.​[6]​ Ultimately, the whole sign is colonised by this new reality.
In Bret Easton Ellis’s American Psycho, a similar process is taking place: the sign is substituted by its corporate equivalent, as brand names creep up the narrative. American Psycho tells of the schizophrenic actions of Patrick Bateman, a rich financial executive working in Wall Street. The novel encapsulates the ideological context of the late 1980s and early 1990s: it presents the reader with a sarcastic picture of a neo-liberal America. In the novel, the violence is both systemic and subjective, as Patrick Bateman spirals into schizophrenia and sheer madness and commits random acts of murder and mutilation. More singularly, Ellis, through Bateman’s speech, describes commodities and catalogs brand names with a rare concern for detail, as in the following:

I have taken out a gold Cross pen to write down the name of the restaurant in my address book. Dibble is wearing a subtly striped double-breasted wool suit by Canali Milano, a cotton shirt by Bill Blass, a mini-glen-plaid woven silk-tie by Bill Blass Signature and he’s holding a Missoni Uomo raincoat. […] I am wearing a mini-houndstooth-check wool suit with pleated trousers by Hugo Boss, a silk tie, also by Hugo Boss, a cotton broadcloth shirt by Joseph Abboud and shoes from Brooks Brothers. […] I used Listerine afterwards and my mouth feels like it’s on fire but I manage a smile to no one as I step out of the elevator, […] swinging my new black leather attaché case from Bottega Veneta.​[7]​

This passage epitomises commodity fetishism: from a syntactical perspective, the names of the brands mentioned here – very often fashion designers – are representative of the colonisation of the sign by the articulated consortium of private interests that contemporary capitalism features. As Carpenter’s Gothic made room for the capitalist ideology to enter the sign with a set of tools borrowed from the advertising industry, American Psycho fills this space with brand names, that is, the very signs of capitalism. This is the last stage of the co-optation of sign systems, that is, their ultimate subversion and substitution by the ones appointed by corporate power.
This process triggers a series of effects for the main characters in the novel. In American Psycho, individuals are devised as super-objects, instead of actual subjects. This is the main origin of violence in Ellis’s novel: the people Bateman tortures and kills are selected according to their social position or sexual potential; never as autonomous subjects in themselves. For instance, Bateman refers to beautiful girls as ‘hardbodies’: 

 While the hardbody stands there we check her out, and though her knees do support long, tan legs, I can’t help noticing that one knee is, admittedly, bigger than the other one […] this unnoticeable flaw now seems overwhelming and we all lose interest.​[8]​

 As women are objectified and commodified, they are thought of as mere targets for consumption and sexual pleasure. They are interpreted as a sign like any other, devoid of subjectivity. As Price (Bateman’s colleague) confesses: ‘I’m resourceful… I’m creative, I’m young, unscrupulous, highly motivated, highly skilled. In essence what I’m saying is that society cannot afford to lose me. I’m an asset’.​[9]​ As Price takes pride in objectifying himself, Ellis underlines the liquidation of subjectivity that the co-optation of sign systems involves. Therefore, as Ellis’s characters merge with the economic apparatus, the novel produces a dehumanising effect that annihilates subjectivities. The former quotation may be read as follows: ‘Dibble is […] Canali Milano, […] Bill Blass, […] Bill Blass Signature and he’s […] Missoni Uomo […]. I am […] Hugo Boss, […] Hugo Boss, […] Joseph Abboud and […] Brooks Brothers’.​[10]​ Through this enumeration, the reader realises that what matters is the name of the brand – the sign – rather than what it refers to. These marks betray an excessive identification of the subject with the commodity form. According to French sociologist Jean Baudrillard: ‘Consumer objects have their effect in structuring behaviour through a linguistic sign function’;​[11]​ ‘Consumer objects constitute […] a system of signs that differentiate the population’.​[12]​ In other terms, when consumed, the object transfers its code – its meaning – to the consumer. Therefore, as Bateman enumerates objects, he defines his own self through the power of the signs they are related to. Through this process, the referent is made redundant: only just the sign matters; it has the ability to convey social status and prestige through its mere evocation. This semiotic operation illustrates how Ellis disconnects the sign from its referent in American Psycho. In these terms, the novel may be read as a celebration of the signs of commodity forms, where signs stand for their own sake.
In Cosmopolis too, the sign, which is enough justification in itself, has become completely autonomous. Eric Packer, the main character of the novel, is a billionaire trader and fund manager. From his limousine, Packer describes the signs on the screens of the NASDAQ centre: ‘The screens showed money moving. There were numbers gliding horizontally and bar charts pumping up and down’.​[13]​ Later in the novel:

There were three tiers of data running concurrently and swiftly about a hundred feet above the street. Financial news, stock prices, currency markets. […] The hellbent sprint of numbers and symbols, the fractions, decimals, stylised dollar signs, the streaming release of words, of multinational news, all too fleet to be absorbed.​[14]​

Here, DeLillo underlines the celebration of the signifier in cyber-capital.
Cyber-capital, as the combination of finance and digital technology, encapuslates the immaterial cycle of today’s virtual economy. Under the regime of cyber-capitalism, the capital (the referent) becomes dematerialised through digitalisation. As a consequence, it disappears from the Western experience of reality. Only just the sign is left over in the real, with no actual referent attached to it. This is how the sign, in Cosmopolis and by extension in contemporary capitalism, becomes autonomous. This new semiotic condition is what makes Packer think that ‘this is […] the zero-oneness of the world, the digital imperative that defines every breath of the planet’s living billions’;​[15]​ ‘all wealth has become wealth for its own sake. There’s no other kind of enormous wealth. Money has lost its narrative quality […]. Money is talking to itself.’​[16]​ DeLillo underlines the ways in which the sign is both empty and ubiquitous in cyber-capitalism. It does not need its referent any more: its function has become strictly self-referential.
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